
            
 



Photography 

Our photography style is natural and relaxed. We love being 
able to capture all those special little moments while helping 
you feel at ease behind the camera and making sure you 

have a blast!  

*Both packages include two photographers 

Package One 

$3500 (up to 6 hours coverage)   

Ceremony through to reception 
Includes up to 400 photos in High Resolution on USB 

As well as a selection available online 

Package Two 

$4500 (up to 9 hours coverage)  

Bride & Groom prep through to reception 
Includes up to 700 photos in High Resolution on USB 

As well as a selection available online 

Optional Extras 
Additional Hours - $450ph // Engagement Shoot $350



Videography 

Our videography style is quite unique. We love using a combination of 
aerial footage, time lapse, cinematic light and movement and layered 
editing techniques to tell your story in a beautiful and artistic way.   

Package One 

$3800 (up to 6 hours coverage)  
Two Videographers 
Aerial Footage* 

Ceremony through to reception coverage 
A 5-7 minute cinematic highlights film 
Professionally edited & colour graded 

Music license fee (up to 2 songs) 
An Instagram video (30 secs) 

 All presented to you in HD on a USB drive and via online link 
-

Package Two 
$4800 (up to 9 hours coverage) 

                               Two Videographers 
Aerial Footage* 

Bride & Groom Prep through to reception coverage 
A 7-10 minute cinematic highlights film 
Professionally edited & colour graded 

Music license fee (up to 2 songs) 
An Instagram video (60 secs) 

 All presented to you in HD on a USB drive and via online link                   

Optional Extras 
Full length ceremony film $350 / Full length reception speeches $250   

  Additional Hours - $250ph 
*Aerial footage included if time, weather & local restrictions permit 



Photo + Video 
By choosing one of our combined packages you can ensure your photos and film 
have a beautiful and cohesive look and feel. We work tirelessly to make sure your 
day runs smoothly and we are all focused on capturing your memories in the best 

way possible.   

Package One 
$6500 (up to 6 hours coverage)  

Two Shooters 
Ceremony through to reception coverage 

400 - 600 high res edited photos 
A 5-7 minute cinematic highlights film 
Professionally edited & colour graded 

Music license fee (up to 2 songs) 
An Instagram video (30 secs) 

 All presented to you in HD on a USB drive and via online link 

Package Two 
$7500 (up to 9 hours coverage) 

Two Shooters 
Bride & Groom Prep through to reception coverage 

600 - 800 high res edited photos 
A 7-10 minute cinematic highlights film 
Professionally edited & colour graded 

Music license fee (up to 2 songs) 
An Instagram video (60 secs) 

 All presented to you in HD on a USB drive and via online link 

Optional Extras 
Full length ceremony film $350 / Full length reception speeches $250   

  Additional Hours - $350ph // Engagement Shoot $350 



FAQs 

What is your approach to a wedding?  

Ben & I like to keep things natural and relaxed. We may give you a little 

direction throughout the day but for the most part we will hang back and do 

our thing! We know how awkward it can feel being on the other side of the 

camera so we make it easy and heaps of fun! 

How many hours of coverage do I need?  
The answer will vary on the length of ceremony, number of guests and 

your prep, ceremony, photoshoot and reception locations. However as a 

general rule 6 hours should cover your ceremony through to the start of 

your reception & 9 hours will cover you from bride and groom prep all 

the way through to those dance floor shenanigans!  

How long does it take you to edit your photos and film? 
We allow 8-12 weeks for you to receive the finished product, sometimes a little 

longer during peak periods. But we’ll be sure to give you a few little sneak peaks 

along the way and keep you updated on our progress!

What music will you use in our highlights film? 
Due to copyright laws we are unable to use commercial songs in your highlights 

film. Luckily we have some incredible libraries with hundreds of independent artists 

and different styles.  

Music is crucial to the editing process, it is the bones of the film. Ben and I spend 

many hours choosing a song that suits your wedding theme and taste. And every 

one of our couples so far have loved our choices!! 



Do you include drone footage in your films?  

Yes, so long as there are no local restrictions and the weather is good we usually 

include some landscape shots of your ceremony and/or reception locations. As 

drones are noisy and obtrusive, we usually take ours up discreetly in between 

formalities. 

Do you provide raw footage?  

No, unfortunately not. There are many reasons. One being that the style we shoot is for 

your cinematic highlights film. This means everything we shoot (with the exception of your 
ceremony and speeches) is in 5 - 10 second clips from different angles so when we cut 
them together they make an incredible highlights film. With the quality and size of the 

raw files combined with our shooting style, it would not be possible to have the camera 
rolling throughout the entire day. Another reason being that we shoot in a flat colour so 

that we can colour correct and add our signature look to your film. The edit is the 

main part of a wedding film. We spend many hours carefully crafting your footage into 
something amazing, the raw footage is only a very small part of the end product. But 

good news is, you can opt to add on your full ceremony and the speeches to your 
package so all the parts of your day are covered in  

one of the three video files.    

    

Do you use audio snippets from the ceremony & speeches in 
the highlights film?  

No we don’t. Our editing style uses light, beautiful visuals and movement combined 

with carefully selected music that suits the vibe of your  

wedding day to build emotion. 

But the great news is you can opt to add on the full length ceremony and 

speeches films to your package if you’d like to enjoy them again!



What now?  

If you decide we’d make a good fit, we’d be thrilled to 

have a share in your big day! 

To secure your wedding date we require a 25% deposit 

with the remainder due two weeks prior to your wedding 

day, as well as our online contract filled out. 

If you’d like to book us for photography, we’ll arrange a 

time to meet up and chat about your day. We love to be 

involved in the planning process to help you allow enough 

time for each part of the wedding day so you’re not 

stressed or rushed and so that your photos (and film) can 

be the very best they can be. 

For videography you’re most welcome to book a Skype or 

Face-time with us. Our online questionnaire does have all the 

info we need and I’m more than happy to liaise with you 

via email! 

 



We look forward to chatting with you soon! Ben & Lauren xx 


